OUR
LOCATIONS

The warmth of an
open fire on crisp winter
days and the cool shade
of the surrounding chestnut
trees on sunny summer afternoons make this location the
perfect choice at any time
of the year.

Taverna dello Scoiattolo
Get married in the mountains
If you are looking for an exclusive location for
a fresh and relaxed wedding, with attention to
detail, then the Taverna dello Scoiattolo is definitely for you.
Imagine a dream cabin, so impressive that it
does not need lots of decorations. Here, at 1000
metres above sea level, with the aroma of the
forest and a fairytale atmosphere, you can hold
your civil wedding ceremony and celebrate in a
unique way.
Locanda Alla Posta
A small but important event
On the cold winter days it is an ideal solution for
an intimate and glamorous reception between
the crackling of the hearth and the snowy peaks
of the horizon.
In the summer your guests can enjoy a refreshing cocktail on a large terrace in the natural
setting of the estate, a breathtaking view of the
majestic Apuan Alps.

Il Ciocco

Rings that unite
Il Ciocco Weddings

For personalised
solutions
tel. +39 0583 719401
info@ciocco.it

Loc. Il Ciocco
55051 Barga (Lu) Italy
44˚5´36" N
10˚27´49" E

ciocco.it

Six hundred hectares of nature and a
location with a timeless charm in an
untouched corner of Tuscany.
We have been working with passion in the
world of banquets for over 50 years: make
your dreams come true with us!

A complete experience

Sleeping just a few minutes away from the location of the celebrations is an advantage not to be
overlooked, both for the newlyweds and for their
guests.
For a glamourous wedding night, the Monteceneri Boutique Hotel rooms are our crowning glory.

Those who prefer to seek refuge and escape into
the heart of the mountain without sacrificing
comfort can choose either the cosy wooden chalets or a room with a view in our “albergo diffuso”.
12 chalets | 58 rooms

Your outdoor reception

THE
BAGNO
MILENA

Romantic clearings for a banquet with an alpine
touch. In the 600 hectares of the Il Ciocco Park
you will be spoiled for choice.
The colours of autumn forest and the magical
light of a midsummer afternoon make your
photo shoots unique.

Our location in Versilia

A fabulous banquet

Let us guide you in choosing the menu for your
day. Refined flavours and traditional recipes,
quality ingredients and aromatic dishes.
Glamorous, classic, trendy or country: the perfect mise en place is in tune with your style!

Wedding services

(in collaboration with our partners)
A team of professionals to take care of every
detail, making each event unique.
- Catering service
- Floral arrangements
- Music and DJ set
- Photo and video shoots
- Wedding planner
- Newly-weds package

Getting married barefoot in the sand at sunset,
in an elegant seaside resort, an abundance of
fresh seafood on the banquet table by the pool.
If you dream of a civil wedding ceremony on the
beach, say yes at the Milena Bathing Establishment in Viareggio!

